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Regular City Council Meeting Minutes
City Hall Council Chambers, 2660 Civic Center Drive
Monday, July 8, 2019
1.

Roll Call

Mayor Roe

the meeting to

called

Order: Willmus,

order

at

Groff, Etten,

Laliberte,

approximately 6: 00 p. m.

and

Voting and Seating
City Manager Patrick Trudgeon and

Roe.

City Attorney Mark Gaughan were also present.
2.

Pledge of Allegiance

3.

Approve

Agenda

Groff moved, Etten seconded, approval of the agenda as presented.

Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays: None.

4.

Public Comment

Mayor Roe called for public comment by members of the audience on any non- agenda
items.

Ms. Chauntyll Allen, 1358 Edmund Avenue, St. Paul, indicated she was with Black Lives

Matter Twin Cities. She noted she was before the City Council on behalf of Corrine Taylor in
with

support

the

City

Justice

of
and

noted

for Ralph
she

was

Bell.

raised

She gave the City Council her personal history
Community. She indicated she re-

in the Rondo

cently got involved because Ralph Bell went missing and his car was found running in
family members. She explained
last year about this time her son went missing in St. Paul and was missing for about a
She

Roseville.

was

really

concerned

and

reached

out

to

week. She indicated she is a mobilizer and was able to organize Metro Transit Police and

had Commanders, a missing persons task force, and St. Paul and Minneapolis Police involved with a mass search in the Twin Cities on the Blue and Green Transit line looking
for her son for 24 hours.

help Ralph Bell' s family. His family kept
saying that Roseville Police' s missing person employee was on vacation until the 26th
She, being an organizer, wanted to get straight at that. The family told her to hold off be-

Ms. Allen

explained

she

reached

out

to

try

to

cause the family believes in the system and that the City of Roseville was going to look
for

their

utilize

family

member.

the resources

and

The mother believed the missing person' s department would
look for

for ninety days in Roseville

and

because he had been missing. He was missing
found in broad daylight. She talked to people and said
this man

that the very least the City could do in Stillwater and Roseville is get on the news and ask
people to search their backyards as low and behold, he was found in one of the backyards
in Roseville.
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Ms. Allen

asked

when

the

is going to

City

to

start

care

about

She wondered

everyone.

when Roseville is going to start to care about the people that come and patronize the City.
She thought if that was a white woman, the Police Department would have searched high

and low though and she knew this because a white woman went missing in Bloomington
and Bloomington did
during the time Ralph Bell was missing. She stated she was utterly
disgusted

the

here

City to step up today. She wanted
the City to train their officers to care about every citizen that comes and goes in this
space.
She wanted the City Council to care about it. That should have been the first
on the
thing
City Council agenda the following week. She indicated she needed the City
of

with

government

Roseville to step it up.

and

the

wanted

She explained she gave the Council her personal story and her

expectations of what she expects the City to do in the future and guarantee she will need
to have other meetings with the Council or maybe come back and speak with the Council
in the future because this is not her first complaint. She noted when she gets invites to go
to Roseville,

she

refuses

because

she

has boycotted

the

City

since

Joe'

s

Crab Shack.

She

has not made that public or made an announcement, but she was pretty close to doing that
knew how detrimental

because

she

because

of her own personal

a

boycott

situation,

can

be

on

spaces.

she does it because

She does not do it just

it is detrimental

to her com-

munity and this space is detrimental to her community.
Mr. Carlos Stewart,

St. Paul stated he has known Mr. Ralph Bell since he was around

twelve years old and had mentored him and his younger brothers.

Mr. Bell was an amaz-

ing young man destined to do some great things. He had the opportunity to get to know
him, his dreams, and his passions. As a father to a seventeen-month-old, he looked up to
Mr. Bell because he had three kids and was there for them every single day. He loved his
kids, his mother, and his family. He knew what the media is saying, what information
that has come back about how he perished, and this young man did not go the way the
is portraying it. He stated someone took these young man' s life
The immediate family and community
saying he committed suicide.

media

and the media is

know this is not

true. When all is said and done, a young man is gone and has been murdered.

Mr. Stewart stated that not only as a father, but as a thirty-eight-year- old black man, who
understands the struggle on the day- to- day for a young man, particularly a man of color,
just to

write

this young

man

off

is

almost

a

smack

in the face.

He looks ten to fifteen

years from now when his kids have to read these stories about their father and who he
was.

There needs to be someone who has the courage to step up and say the City needs
what happened
to this young man.
For someone to call the way he was

to investigate

murdered
own

life.

suicide is unimaginable

because no one would go to that extreme to take their

He indicated someone in a position of power needs to talk to the right people

and get this moving because in order for this mother to sleep at night, she needs to know
what happened to her child. This is someone' s father, brother, who did not deserve to be

executed the way he was, and all the people want is answers for Ralph Bell.

Ms. Casey Kelly, Stillwater stated she did not know Ralph Bell very long. He was one of
her

neighbors

and

for

the

brief

moment

that

she

did

meet

him, he

was

a

wonderful

per-
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son. He would see her taking out her trash and offer to take it out for her no matter what
was
doing. She noted he loved his kids. For a man that supposedly committed sui-

he

cide, it did not make sense to her that between Roseville and Stillwater, someone has to

know something or had to have seen something and then randomly, out of the blue, find
his body. What she did not understand was how people can just brush aside a young
man, not just because he is black but to just brush him off and this is not fair. The family
needs answers
on what
actually happened to him. His family and kids need peace. She
thought there needed to be a voice, not just for the black people but for everyone so this
does not happen anymore.

Ms. Janelle Branca stated she did not know Ralph Bell or his family and had never met
them, but this story came out and is so compelling to her. She first heard he was missing
in December and then he was missing for weeks but there were not any stories about him
on the news or anywhere and no one was getting any information out. Her whole point is
that this needs attention

and it is not too late to give the attention

to this case that it did

before.

She urged the City to give the attention to the investigation that is happening now because it matters to people who are not his family. There are people in the
not

get

community that this is a really strong story for, and the strength of the story is there. She
asked the Council and City to give this the attention it deserves.
Ms. Amanda Som- Stewart,

stated she knew Ralph Bell through his two younger brothers.

She was at the meeting today to support his mother, his brothers, and to stand before the
and beg for the City' s help.
None of the family and friends accept the answers

Council

that have been given so far and are desperately seeking support and resources to learn
more

do

and

more.

Ralph Bell' s life mattered to all of them and to other people in the

community as well who did not have the opportunity to know him.
Ms. Tera Simpson

St. Paul,

noted

Ralph

Bell

was

one

of

her

cousins.

She would like to

urge Roseville and any resources Roseville has to dig deeper into his case and take a second look.
This is not the family in denial or disbelief. Somebody that commits suicide
does

not

slit

their

throat,

stab

themselves three times

in the

chest,

and

slit

both

wrists.

It

is for reasons like this that the family is standing before the Council asking for a second
look to be

given.

This may have been done in an attempt to look like a suicide but the

family knows it was murder and Roseville needs to know there is a murderer in their City
and while it can be swept under the rug and not talked about or exposed, it could happen
again.

Mayor Roe thanked everyone for coming before the City on behalf of Ralph and stated he
the Council and City acknowledges how important he is, not only to his family and
friends and people who did not even know him very well but certainly to the community.
He thought the City shared that feeling about him and how important he certainly is and
He noted the important thing that needs to happen is to know about
what happened between when he left Stillwater and when he was found and especially
was

what

to

everyone.

happened before his

understanding

whether

car was

or not

found.

ultimately

He stated that type of information
the

conclusion

of

the

medical

is helpful to

examiner

is

ulti-
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mately

what

happened.

Knowing more about the details about how it got to be that way

can help everyone to understand. He felt the unfortunate thing about a lot of cases across
the country and world is that there is missing information so it is hard to put it together

even with extensive police resources allocated and hopefully that is not the case here.
Hopefully with effort, investigation, and public knowledge, the details of the case can

provide information that can help fill some gaps or provide enlightenment as to what
happened. He indicated this case certainly needs more information and he hoped there
can be more information that comes out of this.
5.

Recognitions, Donations, and Communications

6.

Items Removed from Consent Agenda

7.

Business Items
a.

Consider Resolution Approving the Vacation of Albemarle Street right- ofway between Elmer Street and Skillman Avenue

City Engineer Jesse Freihammer briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the
RCA and related attachments dated July 8, 2019.
City Manager Trudgeon reviewed the publication of the Public Hearing and indi-

cated he was not aware of any written objection to this project that the City received.

Mayor Roe noted on the case, as presented in the packet, it makes reference erro-

neously to vacating the east eight feet of the utility and drainage easement within
Roseville Center and thought that was from a previous RCA that was used for the
basis of this one and should not have been carried forward.

Mayor Roe reviewed public hearing protocol and opened and closed the public

hearing at approximately 6: 27 p.m. for the purpose of receiving public input on
the above- referenced Vacation of the right- of-way of Albemarle Street; with no

one appearing for or against.
Etten

moved,

Groff

seconded,

adoption

of

Resolution

No.

11615

entitled, "

Reso-

lution Approving The Vacation Of The Albemarle Street Right Of Way Between
Elmer Street and Skillman Avenue Adjacent To Lots 1- 3, Block 3, Capital View

Terrace, Ramsey County, Minnesota."
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays:

None.

Recess

Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 6: 29 p. m., and reconvened at approximately
6: 31 p. m.
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b.

Public Works, Environment, and Transportation Commission Joint Meeting
with the City Council.
Public Works, Environment,

Commission ( PWETC)

Transportation

and

Chair

Cihacek stated that would like to review activities and accomplishments and dis-

cuss the upcoming year' s work plan and issues that may be considered.
The PWETC introduced themselves to the
Chair Cihacek, Commissioners

Council.

City

Vice Chair Wozniak,

Joyce, Spencer and Huiett.

Chair Cihacek reviewed the PWETC

activities

and accomplishments

of the past

year along with issues the Commission would like to take up in the next year.
Mayor Roe noted on the Met Council subject, in addition to the City representa-

tive being the former Mayor of Falcon Heights, the Chair of the Met Council is
the former Mayor of Maplewood,

he thought both of those members

have a lot of interest in the transportation

are folks that

and transit side of things as well.

Councilmember Etten asked if the City had someone from Metro Transit talk to
them

about

their

service.

He indicated

the Council

has talked for years about

what was lacking for service and he wondered if the PWETC should look at the
transportation

agenda and discuss with the Metro Transit.

Councilmember Willmus echoed Councilmember Etten' s comments and thought
it would be nice to have the Metro Transit individual

come back to the Commis-

sion along with the new City representative of the Met Council to meet and work
through

some

issues.

He noted in regard to the email Chair Cihacek sent to the

Council with respect to Youth Commissioners, he thought in the City' s latest revision of the Uniform Commission Code that opportunity extends to, he believed

all, except the Planning Commission so if the PWETC wanted to have Youth
Commissioners he did not think that was an issue. With respect to creating separate stand- alone Environmental

Commission,

he would like to see a little more

discussion at the PWETC level what the actual mission scope and duties would be
and

kind

of work

through

some

of

those things.

He noted this is not a hard no on

it but
hard
He indicated the City is stretched right now on Commissions and he would want to have a conversation with staff about who is going
also

to

be

that

not

a

liaison.

yes.

He wanted to walk through

some of those logistical

things as

well.

Chair Cihacek indicated the Commission could add that to a future agenda to talk

through and come up with a proposal for the City.

Councilmember Willmus stated when looking at the big picture, looking at Roseville,

Maplewood,

Shoreview,

and

other

communities

and

what

those

communi-
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ties are doing as far as design standards or building standards or redevelopment
issues, he did not want to see is Roseville get so far in front of its neighbors

that

the City creates hardships or issues for development within Roseville. There will
need to be a conversation with Community Development and is something that
needs to be worked through to see what the City is looking to accomplish before

taking a big step in that direction.
Councilmember

Laliberte

agreed with Councilmembers

Etten and Willmus

as far

as the Council creating an agenda or some policy areas that could be improved

with regard to transportation and working with the Met Council and then that is
something

their

has something

staff

to follow up

on

with

She

the Commission.

thought it has been fairly clear and that the Met Council is a large organization
and there have been changes in the representatives over time, staff is a big part of
what moves that agency forward and she thought any opportunity to bring staff in
on the topics the PWETC want to explore should be made available to them.

Councilmember

Laliberte indicated with regard to a separate Environment

Com-

mission or some kind of sub groups, she thought the Council has always indicated

sub groups are a great way to have a couple of people from the Commission delve
into something, just like the PWETC is planning to work with the Park and RecCommission
reation
on forestry issues.
She thought if there was something that
needed to be carved out where maybe there would be somebody on the Planning
Commission
might

that would

be some

kind

work with a couple

of sub- committee

work

of people
that

could

from the PWETC,
happen

kind

that

of cross

Commission. She would rather use that approach for awhile and see how that materializes rather than create a new Commission.
Councilmember

Groff explained

he liked Councilmember

Etten' s suggestion

of

putting together a proposal for transportation because the Council is well aware
that there

are

gaps

in

transportation

in Roseville.

As far as the sub- committee or

separate Commission, he would agree with the other Councilmembers
for the PWETC
there is

a

great

to

get

need

the Council

for it

and

more

agreed

information regarding

with

the Commission.

that.

and asked
He thought

He noted

that with

the way the whole conversation in the community and Country is going, the City
needs

that information to

get

ahead

of

that

problem.

He encouraged the PWETC

to bring forward more specifics in the scope and a few more details.
Mayor Roe indicated with respect to the transportation or transit side of it, when
the new Chair of the Met Council came in there was also a transition of the head
of Metro Transit that corresponded with that so what might make sense is if the

City puts together some particular things that the City is looking for in Roseville
with

respect

to transit.

If a revision of a draft came to the Council, perhaps at a

study session, and there were appropriate Met Councilstaff representative there
along

with

the

appointed

representative

on

transit

issues,

the

City

can make

sure
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there is

a

good

opportunity

to

the

get

right

information to the

right

people.

He

thought that made some good sense.

Mayor Roe suggested in terms of the environmental focus and looking at those issues, the thing that came to his mind was the Zoning Code update that needs to be
made

as

a result

of

the Comprehensive Plan Update.

He thought that was where

discussions come in that the City might require outside of public facilities or promote

incentivize

and

how that is done.

The idea of a joint effort between the

Planning Commission and PWETC makes sense to him. He could see potentially
some sort of long- term joint Parks and Recreation, Planning and Public Works effort

related

to

environmental

things.

He thought that needed to be talked about,

looked at, and the PWETC is the perfect group to start that process and engage
with those other Commissions as well.

Councilmember

Etten agreed that maybe it could be a combined

sub- committee

of the aforementioned Commissions that meet quarterly. He was concerned about
how

staff will

make

it

all

work.

When he looked at the topics the PWETC has

had the past year, he would put half of them on the Commission
what a new Environmental

so he wondered

Commission would do at least at some level.

Chair Cihacek appreciated that and indicated they would get an outline done this

fall before any Commission selections need to be made. He wanted to give credit
to the Public Works staff.

He thought the reason the PWETC works well is be-

cause the Public Works Department works well.

He thought the work Mr. Culver,

Mr. Freihammer, and Mr. Johnson do is outstanding and should be recognized.
Councilmember Willmus thought when the Council looks at membership makeup
and the size of the Commissions,
will

have going forward

as

well.

maybe those are some conversations
He wondered

the Council

when the PWETC will have the

water rates subject wrapped up and back to the City Council.
Chair Cihacek noted the PWETC is working on the two prongs, residential and
commercial, and he believed the residential will be in the City Council schedule
relatively

soon.

Mr. Culver noted it should be before the City Council within the next month.
Chair Cihacek thought the Commercial rate report would be before the City

Council within the next two months and they will do an affirmation of current
rates in October.

Councilmember Willmus noted the second thing he had was in regard to recycling
contract.
He talked with Mr. Culver about
and the City' s current
revenue
share
this and to have a firm understanding of where the City is with regard to revenue
share
and if that contract
is working out for the City, or are there some added
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costs at this point that the Council needs to look at and consider where the City is
at. That is something that the Commission should look at, at the appropriate time

and if some changes need to be made those are conversations the City should have
as

well.

Chair Cihacek noted at the last PWETC, Eureka Recycling gave the Commission
an update and the market for recyclables everywhere is not great as a market force

and no one is making money or revenue shares.
Councilmember Willmus indicated that is something he wanted to talk about.
When the City went forward with the last renewal, the Council chose to go a revenue share
route.
There are other opportunities and routes available to the City
and some of the conversations

he thought needed to take place.

In the past, Eure-

ka has come to the Council when it needed to take a second look at a contract or
renegotiate

a contract

and that is the type of conversation

the Council

might be

looking to have if the City is writing significant checks.
Councilmember Laliberte agreed with that conversation because during her tenure
on the Council, there was extensive conversation about what that contract should
look like
she

the

and

revenue

is the liaison to the

Another thing she wanted to mention was that
Ramsey County League of Local Governments. That
share.

group was looking to bring Chair Slawick of the Met Council in for a discussion
Q& A and she knows that as appointed Commission Members, everyone would be
able to come to that event and decide if there were questions to ask as a part of the
presentation.

Councilmember
Trash Talk,

Etten

Recycling

noted

the

Is Broken,

most

recent

Sierra

Time to Reinvent. "

Club

pamphlet

is called

The City is working with a

company that does recycling but the City needs to be thinking about how to
change the recycling program for the financial aspect as well as how it operates.
He thought the PWETC could discuss how the City can reduce.

Mayor Roe thought regarding the PWETC and an Environmental Commission, it
would be worthwhile in the conversation to include examining the model of con-

tinuing the way it is and not assume it cannot work because that might be the way
it has to be. He did not know but thought it was worth having some conversations
and figuring out if there is a way for it and what the pluses and minuses would be
going forward.

Chair Cihacek stated the Commission will pick up the proposal for restructuring,
bring a couple of options for the Council to review, and decide on what is best.
He would like the Council to give permission to recruit two Youth Commissioners

now.
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Mayor Roe noted it is already in the Code so the PWETC can add Youth Commissioners.

Councilmember Willmus suggested when the PWETC goes forward with finding
Youth

Commissioners,

to do some outreach

to the schools

that serve Roseville,

including the private schools and Mounds View.
Chair Cihacek indicated the PWETC will also make a list of agenda items for the

Met Council that the City Council can review and comment on along with looking
at

recycling conceptually.

Both the current contract and how to structure future

options to reduce, reuse, and recycle what the City already has.
The Commission thanked the Council for their time.

Mayor Roe thought it might make sense on the issue of what the City talks to the
Met Council about, if there is another joint discussion about that specific topic at

an upcoming meeting when it is ready to be brought forward.
c.

Consider 2020 Census Plans

Assistant City Manager Rebecca Olson and Communication Specialist Carolyn

Curti briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA and related attachments
dated July 8, 2019.
Councilmember Groff asked, since renters are an unidentified group, is there any
indication yet on how to approach that side of it.

Ms. Curti stated that renters is one of the groups identified to have meetings with
along

with

property

managers

to

provide

information.

Property managers will be

invited to the September meeting and staff is currently identifying where the lan-

guage barriers are in the City.
Councilmember Groff indicated he liked the group Ms. Curti is working with and
knows the League of Women Voters is working hard on this as well as other
groups.

Councilmember

Laliberte asked if there is a date yet in September.

Ms. Curti

she

was

stated

has

not

set a

date

yet.

She wanted

to wait until after summer

over.

Councilmember

Laliberte asked if the meeting would be at City Hall or the Li-

brary or where would it be located at.
Ms. Curti indicated

she

has

not

thought

about

it

yet.
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Councilmember

Laliberte

if the roughly $ 2, 800 per person who does not
complete the census or per person who is not counted.
asked

Ms. Curti was not sure how that number is computed.

Councilmember Laliberte thought there were some other groups that could be
worked with as well such as the Scouts, Veterans groups, and also the college in

town to help.
Councilmember Etten echoed the comments on work done so far, noting that
when thinking about the organizations, many of the senior co- op buildings have

leadership groups as well.
Mayor Roe thanked Ms. Curti for the

He noted the program for the

presentation.

July 24th Roseville Business Council is actually about the census so for anyone

who is interested in attending that meeting, which starts at 7: 30 a. m.
A member of the public, Mr. Bryan Larson, commented that if a highly uncounted
portion is renters, noting Roseville has a rental property registry that would in-

clude every unit not owner occupied and it would be a good resource for the census to use.

Ms. Curti

noted

there

are

three

ways

a person

can

complete

the

census.

One is to

use their smart phone, another way is to complete it online, and there is also the

traditional filling out the form.
d.

Appoint Member to Finance Commission

City Manager Trudgeon briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA and
related attachments dated July 8, 2019.
Etten moved, Willmus seconded, to appoint Tara Jebens- Singh to the Finance

Commission for a term expiring March 31, 2021.
Council Discussion
Councilmember

Etten stated there have been a consistent qualification of appli-

cants for this Commission
viewed

that

he

would

put

and there are several

forward.

other people who were inter-

He thought Ms. Jebens- Singh brings a differ-

ent perspective that might broaden the thinking on the Finance Commission that

kind of shakes up and makes sure the City looks at things in a complete way different than just the straight numbers and that she will bring tremendous energy to
the Commission.

Commissioner Willmus

concurred.
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Councilmember Groff thought Ms. Jebens- Sing' s skills in the interview process
stood out to him from the other applicants, noting she did a great job of communicating and an important thing for a Commission.
Councilmember Laliberte thought the City had great applicants and would benefit
by the backgrounds and expertise any one of them would have brought to the
Commission.

Mayor Roe agreed with the Council and was supportive of the motion.
Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays:

e.

None

Consider Sanction of Planning Commission Chair

Mayor Roe briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA and related attachments dated July 8, 2019.
Mayor Roe indicated in his mind the Council has the authority to take any of the
actions

in the RCA and he would defer to anyone who suggests

has the authority

to

make

that judgement.

otherwise

who

He noted the Chair of the Planning

Commission is also the representative on the Ethics Commission and the Chair of
that group.

Mayor Roe noted there are the meeting minutes, Commission Code, and an email
from Chair Bull which does outline his thoughts in relation to some of the points
related to that meeting.
Councilmember

Etten brought this forward because it is a unique but important

He thought it was important for several reasons, the first being that the
There are State
Planning Commission is the only legally required Commission.
Statutes stating the Planning Commission stands apart and is important because of
case.

what it considers

the land use and other major legal decisions it helps weigh in on.

The meeting and agenda item in question was a legally required Public Hearing so
This is a leCity was doubling down on the legal piece from his perspective.

the

gal piece that is really different in the eyes of the City and exposed the City, po-

tentially, to some legal concerns if things had turned a different direction.
Councilmember Etten explained the decision of the Chair to stay on was despite a
clear recommendation from the City' s legal counsel suggesting recusing and sug-

gesting that the City Ethics Code was not being violated because it is largely
around financial considerations
perception

of

inappropriate

and was not a financial piece per se but rather the

participation

in

this

important

hearing.
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Councilmember

Etten was concerned that at no time did he hear the Chair express

any understanding of the concerns that have been brought to him. Whether before
the meeting, at the meeting, or since the meeting. Mr. Bull has emailed the Council his thoughts, so he wondered what future decisions might be before the Chair
ignore legal

He noted this is the reason he brought this

that

would

up.

He thought this was a very serious thing for the City in making sure it oper-

also

counsel.

ates in a clean, open, and fair way for citizens.
Mayor

Roe indicated

there is not a clear

action

for the Council

to make

and

thought it would be could for the Council to discuss and decide what the action, if

any, should be.

City Attorney Gaughan stated his sole role ended upon giving his advice and it
would be inappropriate for him to weigh in on any decision making at this point.
Councilmember Willmus indicated from his perspective and going through what
is before the Council

and what is in Code, the Council does not choose Commis-

sion Chairs and leaves that open to the individual

leadership.

Commissions

to select their

What he would not want to see is the Council, for whatever reason,

indicating this person should not be chair and ask the Commission to choose
someone

He did

else.

not

think that

was

In looking at the City' s

appropriate.

Uniform Commission Code, he thought the only recourse available to the Council
be

would

He did not know where the Council stood on that but thought

removal.

that was where the discussion lies.

Mayor

Roe stated

for a different

perspective

to Councilmember

Willmus'

re-

sponse to the other actions, the City does have the actual layout in Code which is
removal

without

need

for

cause.

He thought the Commissions are established by

the Council for purposes that the Council wants to receive the information

from

the various Commissions and it is inappropriate for the Council to be involved in
the decision making

of

the

particular

Commissions

as

to

who

their

Chair is. That

is pretty well laid out as a process and procedure in the City Code and other materials.

Where he differs is because it does not say the Council should be involved

in

selection

the

Council

cannot

of

Chairs.

take

an

He did not know if that goes so far as to say that the

action

related

to somebody

continuing

as

the

Chair.

He

thought that was open to the Council to interpret and did not know if there would

be legal advice regarding that.
Councilmember
meeting.

Groff indicated the concern he had is the process used in that

He watched the meeting because he had some calls about it from the

public with concerns those people had along with the other Commission Members
being concerned. He then watched it again this past weekend and after watching

it again, he was very concerned because if the City Attorney advised him to recuse himself, he would have done so and not contested the advice of the City Attorney.

That

is

one

issue he had.

Further

along

in the

process,

he

watched

how
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Chair Bull interacted with the other Commission Members, which was not very
respectful, especially at the end when the Commissioners were trying to call to
question

Bull

Chair

and

refused

and

continued

He thought there were some

on.

problems with the process from his perspective of how the Chair was handling it.
Having served on Commissions

recently, it is important that the Commission

Members have respect for the Chair, feel the Chair is impartial, and does a good
job but he did

happening. He would have a problem with Commissioner Bull continuing as Chair of the Planning Commission.
not

see

that

Etten moved, Groff seconded, to remove Chair Bull from the Planning Commission for the reasons laid out; serious legal concerns for the City in the process that
was handled; and that there would be a possibility in the future that Chair Bull
would do the same thing.
Council Discussion
Councilmember Groff reiterated what Councilmember Etten stated in that it opens

the City to legal issues and the Council does not know what he would do in the
future.

Mr. Bull does not realize how he handled that and how other people re-

sponded to it, as can be seen in the Email that was sent out.

Councilmember

Laliberte thought the Council knew there was not a violation of

the City Ethics Code as written but it was probably a couple of short months ago
that there

was

ethics

presentation

and

it is

all

the

about

perception.

She did have

concern about not being sensitive and responsible enough to see the perception
that

problem

was

Regarding the running of the meeting, she was unsure

created.

whether that was a new Chair running a very long meeting that was complicated
or whether she felt there was intent. She watched the meeting live as it was going
on and it was hard to tell not being in the room what someone' s intent was. What
she struggled with is the judgement piece, which she totally agrees with, but she is
interested in the City Attorney' s counsel, comment regarding someone' s First
Amendments Rights vs. their Commission appointment.

City Attorney Gaughan stated it is true that an elected official or Commission appointment

does

not check

their First Amendment

Rights

at the door, but he

thought that is not part and parcel to this discussion. It is not a question of whether or

not

a particular

person

had

a particular

view

on

a

topic

and

voiced

it.

It is

not whether or not that opinion can be voiced, it is the question of whether it is

appropriate to do that publicly prior to presiding over a public hearing on behalf
the City as a whole.
He did not view Mr. Bull' s First Amendment Rights as

of

being central to this discussion.
City Attorney Gaughan for his opinion. She
asked if the issue was that Mr. Bull presided over the meeting and did not follow
Councilmember

counsel

as

a

Laliberte

Commission

thanked

Member.

She

struggled

with

that

and

wondered

if it is
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because he was the Chair and the leadership of the meeting or is it the continuation of service.
The reason she was being cautious on this is because this will set
a precedent with whatever is decided and in other situations, the Council has encouraged when there has been conflict, for people to work it out and for the
Council to

not

get

involved.

While she understands this is not something that is

getting together to work out a problem, she thought what was being weighed was

a lack of confidence in this Chair or by the fellow Commission members and if
that is the case, then she wished the Commission would tell Mr. Bull that the
Commission has

confidence

in him

as

the

Chair.

Then that leads to service as a

whole and the precedent that is decided tonight.

Councilmember

Willmus noted with respect to precedent,

he did not believe that

if a member was removed from a Commission by the Council that it sets a precedent because that has happened in the City of Roseville before. It has also happened

where

Members seeking

reappointment

have

not

been

reappointed.

What

would precedent setting is if the Council stepped in and said it is going to make a

determination on behalf of the Planning Commission as to who its Chair and
Vice- Chair

That

are.

would

be setting

a precedent.

It comes back to what is be-

fore the Council in black and white in the Uniform Commission Code and that is

simply if there are three members of this body, that for whatever reason do not
agree with service of a particular member, that member can be removed without
cause.

He thought this is where the focus needs to be, and all of this other con-

versation really is an aside and does not do the City of Roseville or the particular
individual any

good.

He noted he has had an opportunity and heard from a num-

ber of members in the community and also heard from all but two Commission

members, which will be in part his basis for ultimately what his vote will be on
the motion that is before the Council.

Councilmember Willmus indicated he has also had the opportunity to talk to Mr.
Bull last week, prior to the packet coming out and he probably did not realize this
might

be coming.

He thought in the future, when these things come forward and

there is an issue such as this, he knew the City Manager reached out, but he
thought it is upon the Council and Mayor to reach out and have that conversation
with the individual.

Mayor Roe indicated he forgot to ask for public comment before Council discus-

He offered an opportunity for public comment, with no one coming for-

sion.
ward.

Councilmember Etten indicated on the question on Chair or general Commission-

er, the Council even saw in that meeting, right after that discussion with Mr. Bull

and the attorney, another member of the Commission recusing herself She did
architectural work for CommonBond, one of the applicants, which was a much
less

connected

within

thing but indicated

that minute

of

she

the meeting, there

felt

she

was

needed

another

to

step

member

away.
making

He thought
a complete-
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ly different and clear choice. He thought it was a problem to have this person
stay, not only as Chair but at any level of Commissioner or continue to be part of
that.

He indicated

to the First Amendment

piece, he would take the advice of the

City Attorney but also the person could have sat down and come up to make public comment like other people. One of the concerns he put in his email was mak-

ing sure he could bring up things he felt were important, which he could have
done as a resident. He noted there were multiple avenues for Mr. Bull to express
his

or

concerns

thoughts

on

that

issue.

He thought it was a tough position to ask

Commissioners to regulate their fellow members in a situation like this and it
should fall to the Council because the Council creates the Commission, appoints
the Commissioners,

and

in this

potentially,

case,

remove

a

Commissioner.

He

thinks that falls in the Council' s purview to step into that and make a decision.
Mayor Roe explained as a specific response to the motion, he does understand the
difficult

Chair,

in

Chairmanship. He thought the City
could point to at least a couple of not too distant examples of new Chairs having
some difficulty with particularly challenging hearings and he was certainly trying
role

of a

especially

a new

to give as much benefit of the doubt in that regard as possible because that was
only fair.

He noted it was important to state that regardless

of what the Council

might do, it was appropriate to take some sort of action in response to the Chair' s

actions related to this. The biggest issue to him is the lack of perception of impar-

tiality that came as a result of not recusing himself from the participation and was

very important, especially when the Planning Commission is the officially designated City hearing body for these land use cases.
Mayor Roe thought it was difficult to determine exactly what was an appropriate
punishment to fit the crime, so to speak, and that is why he listed all of the possi-

bilities and wanted to make sure the Council had as much opportunity to look at
all

and

think

about

all of

the

possibilities.

He was not completely sure the motion

was the most appropriate punishment for the action but he also believed that any
action taken as a City Council in this regard should be as close to unanimous, if
not unanimous
was

a split

as possible because he would be much more concerned

vote.

if there

For that reason, he was leaning towards supporting that motion

in the absence of an alternative.

Councilmember
action

is

Laliberte indicated she shared Mayor Roe' s impression that some

warranted.

She did not know if this would have been the one but there is

a motion on the floor and she thought it was important for the Council to be united.

Councilmember Groff appreciated the comment about a new Chair because he did
think of that as well and did not want to ignore that this was one or Mr. Bull' s
first

meetings

as

Chair.

The thing that bothers him is that even after all of this

discussion and feedback from his fellow Commissioners
along

with

the

City Attorney,

Mr. Bull

still

does

not

see

and some of the Council
this behavior

or

the

pro-
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cess that he went through as a problem.
he

wanted

to think that

anyone

could

He noted anyone can make mistakes, but

learn from those

He did not see

mistakes.

that happening with this situation and that is why he would be supporting this motion.

Councilmember Etten indicated to the question of what the appropriate level of
response is, he would go back to his comments that he did not think it would mat-

ter that he was acting as Chair so much as he was a Commissioner and the legal
advise
was recusal
and what made sense
for the impartiality for the process.
He
stated allowing Mr. Bull to stay on as Commissioner but not the Chair and potentially

ignoring

advice

again

of

this

serious

manner

is

a

concern

for him.

He did

not think removal as Chair, whether it is allowed or not, as much as, he did not

think it solved the concern of judgement in this situation.

He did not think it mat-

tered, to him, whether Mr. Bull was acting Chair or as a Commissioner, even
though there

concerns

were

around

that.

He thought what the Council needs to

consider in this very serious potential action, is how the person would act in any
role on the Commission.

Councilmember Laliberte agreed that the lack of deference to the City Attorney' s
recommendation is troubling and hoped that everyone in the City would listen to
the

City Attorney'

s

advice

in

a

situation

like that.

She thought also the lack of

acknowledgement or ownership of what took place was a concern.

Mayor Roe did not see this as having anything to do with the particular positionthat the Chair took on the particular issue that was before the Commission and has
nothing to do

Rather, it was the fact of taking a position and then not
following the advice for recusal and all of the associated issues that are related.
with

that.

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays: None

Councilmember

Groff asked how this action affects Mr. Bull' s position

on the

Ethics Commission.

Mayor Roe indicated because Mr. Bull is no longer a Commissioner, he will no
longer be a representative
f.

on the Ethics Commission.

Declare Vacancy on the Planning Commission
City Manager Trudgeon briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA and
related
attachments
dated July 8, 2019.
He noted there are now two open positions on the Planning Commission due to the previous action.

Willmus moved, Etten seconded, declaring two vacancies on the Planning Commission

for

a

term that

expires

March

31,

2020

and

for

a

term

that

expires

on
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March 31, 2021, to set a deadline of August 12 for applications, and direct staff to
advertise for applications to service on the commission.
Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus,
Nays:

g.

Laliberte,

Groff, Etten, and Roe.

None

Consider Approval of 2019- 20 Policy Priority Planning Document
City Manager Trudgeon briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA and
related attachments dated July 8, 2019.
Mr. Trudgeon

started discussion

with the Council on the first header page.

Mayor Roe thought under Housing, the last category of availability seems a little
redundant with the Housing is Available and not as critical to list there as the others.

Councilmember
needs,"

Laliberte

it

Housing to meet all identified
then availability could be left in the parenthesis.

Mayor Roe

suggested "

suggested

Housing

read

in Roseville

"

meets

all

identified

needs."

He

thought in concept, if the Council preferred taking out availability on the list or
taking it out before the list.

Councilmember Etten indicated he would take it out at the beginning of the sentence.

The Council agreed.

Councilmember Laliberte thought the only other item on the page is to figure out
who determines

and how it is achieved.

Councilmember Laliberte had a question about something that is not on the header sheet but did get discussed earlier in the meeting, the Transportation Priorities

and working with other entities, and wondered if that should be included.
Mayor Roe asked if there was a way to put that in the Capital Improvements item
and change that from Capital Improvements to more broadly Public Improvements

and add Transit needs.

The Council

agreed.

Mr.

Trudgeon

with

the Council.

by

parcel

to the

reviewed

the first

Strategic

Priority, "

Economic

Development",

He noted the addition of Map market value growth and decline
3rd

Quarter, 2019

timeline.

He

noted

starting the

4th

Quarter

2019
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to visit 2 businesses in the Twin Lakes Business area and to " Achieve market val-

ue growth of at least $ 20 million by the end of 2020" to the goal of Achieve Market Value Growth in Twin Lakes through redevelopment, business attraction, and
job growth.

Mr. Trudgeon

the

reviewed

goal,

Continue Business,

Retention,

Expansion & At-

traction programming for existing and new businesses adding to the Measure of
Success portion to conduct at least two business visits a month and Using Resources USA, annually track the number of businesses and evaluate trends in
business loss and gain.

Councilmember Laliberte asked through that, would the City learn where the City
ranks

with

regard

to brick

and

mortar

retail

vs.

Amazon

and

online.

She won-

dered if it would go into sectors.

Mr. Trudgeon believed it would, the SIC Codes breaks it down.

Mayor Roe asked if using Resources USA would incur a cost to the City.
Mr. Trudgeon indicated it would be a subscription that the City would have.
Community Development Director Janice Gundlach indicated Resource USA is
free.

Mr. Trudgeon

reviewed

the goal, Implementation

of Rice/ Larpenteur Alliance

noting the following changes; under Commissions: Economic Development Authority and under Others: International Institute, Karen Organization of Minnesota, Bhutanese Community Organization of Minnesota and Association of Nepalis
in Minnesota.

Under the timeline to add to the title 2020 and Beyond " Participate

in permanent

Alliance".

one neighborhood

Under Measures of Success the addition of Hold at least

event, Make at least 10 Roseville business

owner contacts

as

part of Rice/ Larpenteur Alliance, Implement at least one place- making event,
Amount

of$$

of new infrastructure investment in area.

Councilmember
five, " Make

at

Willmus wondered with regard to the second bullet point on page
least 10 Roseville

business

owner

contacts..."

versus business con-

tacts because he thought that was a critical component of it, to make sure the City
has commercial property owners onboard and not just the tenants of the building.
Mr. Trudgeon thought that was a good point.
Councilmember Laliberte
ment

at

least

one place-

asked

making

in

event

regard

to the last two bullet

per year."

points, "

Imple-
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Mr. Trudgeon noted the City does not have total control of the place-making
event, but the change can be added to try to have the City strive towards that.
Councilmember Etten noted he would like to add " Support programming at Unity
Park on Marion Street" as a priority.
Mayor Roe asked if that was an item to put in the timeline or as a measure of success.

Councilmember Etten indicated he would put it as a measure of success.

Councilmember Willmus indicated regarding Unity Park, the process of which it
came to be is also through conversation with Roseville Schools and there are opportunities for the schools to be involved in some of those events as well.

Mayor Roe thought it should state" Track events at Unity Park."
Mr. Trudgeon

believed

there is a

Discover

Your Parks scheduled

for later in the

summer.

Mayor Roe thought there could be a report of what has been done and what is

planned at Unity Park to measure the progress.
Councilmember Laliberte indicated regarding the last bullet point there should be

a word added to it and was not sure if it would be" tracking the amount of$$."
Mayor Roe thought the use of the word " track" would be good.
Councilmember
with

ongoing

Etten

concerns

suggested "
about

Explore Public Safety Coordination

crime,"

he was

not sure where

to help

to put that

and

thought maybe it could be a report for the Council on public safety coordination

with neighboring cities and the County that could happen in the third or fourth
quarter and potentially add things as the City fleshes out 2020.
Mr. Trudgeon

the

Strategic

Priority, " Inclusive Community and
Governance" with the Council adding to the timeline, 3rd Quarter, 2019 Convene
reviewed

Imagine Roseville

second

working group to discuss

next

steps.

He noted there are not

any measures of success for this one.
Councilmember
cuss"
with.

Laliberte thought on the timeline it could be added " Council dis-

to the 4th Quarter 2019 based on whatever the working group comes up
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Mayor Roe asked if it made sense to charge the Working Group, depending on
what the next steps are, determining some potential measures of success and recommending those back.
The Council agreed.

Mr. Trudgeon

reviewed

the Goal:

Relationships between the City and leaders in

communities of color are developed, and maintained, noting the addition of two

new Measures of Success Number of persons of color volunteering with City and
Number of applicants of color applying for and being appointed to City Commissions.

Councilmember Laliberte thought these are good measures of success but one that

might be missing is more so then how many are being interviewed or appointing
but what is the City doing to put new job information out into places where people are
going to see it. She asked if the City is going to be measuring themselves
on where and how the recruitment is being done.
Mr. Trudgeon was not sure if there was discussion on that previously and was not

that specific as to where the advertisement is being done because it might be more
than just advertising like meetings and discussion.
Councilmember

Laliberte thought that is where the " how and where" came into

play. It may be broader than just where the job is being placed.
Councilmember Etten agreed that the Council wants to be thinking about that but
under the Measures of Success, the measure is " is the City having more people of
color and more under-represented being interviewed and placed on Commissions."
That is something that can be measured.
Mr. Trudgeon

reviewed

the goal " A toolkit of best practices

for engagement

and

outreach is developed and staff is trained on how to use it and noted changes under Commissions:

All City Commissions; and under 2020 and Beyond Edu-

cate/ Inform all Commissions of best practices.

Mayor Roe asked if under 2020 and Beyond to add " ongoing education" because

there should be something put in place to have that taking place all of the time and
maybe part of all new Commissioner training.
Mr. Trudgeon

Strategic

Priority, " Housing" with the Council
and under Strategic Initiative added " Housing is Available in Roseville to Meet

All Identified

reviewed

Needs".

the

third

He noted the change made by the Council earlier in the

meeting and Under Measures of Success he added Progress is made towards add-

ing the

prioritized

housing unit

types.
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Mayor Roe stated on the top " availability" needs to be added right before " Market

Needs" under Housing Style/Type.
Mr. Trudgeon

Priority, " Capital Improvements"
with the Council adding language to 2020 and Beyond Educate public on laws
and

proper

the

addition

the Fourth

reviewed

usage

for both drivers

of crosswalks

of an

trails/ pathways/

additional

sidewalks

Strategic

Measure

and

of Success

pedestrians.

Amount

He also noted
of lineal

feet

of

added.

Councilmember

Laliberte

proper

it should also incorporate bike riders because sometimes there is

usage..."

thought

under the bullet " Educate

public on laws and

confusion as to deferring difference for drivers to bikes.
Councilmember

Groff thought" pedestrians"

should be added to that as well.

The Council agreed.

Mr. Trudgeon

noted the Council

wanted to add Transit to this section and asked

the Council to discuss what would be some of the important things to add or if

Council wanted staff to go back and think of things to bring back for the Council.
Mayor Roe thought

this should be deferred

to staff and have the PWETC

make

some suggestions as well and bring it back to the Council.
The Council agreed.

Mr. Trudgeon

reviewed

the Fifth Strategic

Priority, "

Environmental Sustainabil-

ity" with the Council adding to the Measure of Success Adoption of plan to reduce City' s carbon footprint.
Councilmember

Laliberte thought something could be added into this regarding

being achieved, or something like that. She would think
the Measure of Success should state " Achieve Green Step Four by 2020" instead
Green

Team

initiatives

of Green Step three.
Mr. Culver believed there was a minimum monitoring period for both Green
Steps Four

and

Five.

It is essentially monitoring the City' s benchmarks and re-

on things.
It might be another two years beCity
fore the City can hit four and then some additional time after that to hit five. That
can be clarified in the plan and make sure the City is working towards those.

porting how

is progressing

the

Mr. Trudgeon indicated he would bring this item back for further Council discussion after changes are incorporated.

Mayor Roe

offered

an

opportunity

for

public

comment.
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Public

Comment

Ms. Priscilla Morton, 2593 Western Avenue

Ms. Morton stated she is interested in reducing the city' s carbon footprint as a
She was not clear by looking at this Priority Plan whether the " City"
priority.
means City property or" city" meaning everything within in the city limits.
Mayor Roe thought that was considered at the previous Council discussion and

recalled it to be the City Government carbon footprint because that is what the
City has the most direct control over.

Ms. Morton indicated that does not move the City towards the 2040 Comp Plan
which is the entire city.
Mayor Roe thought there were some additional items with this Plan that did talk

more broadly about that and what the Council had talked about with the PWETC

He did not think there was anything in the Plan about the carbon footprint within the city limits, only for the City property. He recalled very early disas

well.

cussions regarding zoning and other policies, but did not know if the City was at a

point where it was prepared to add something to the plan for the entire city.
Ms. Morton would like to see a broader range goal of making a plan to get to the
2040 or 2050 goal but would take a lot of effort.

Ms. Morton hoped the goal of the City would be instructed to be or encourage to

be something that would lead the city to the 2050 goal of eighty percent below
2015.

She thought the city as a whole has only reduced its Xcel emissions, not to-

tal emissions because there are other emissions that would be measured by one
percent

per

year

for the last three

years.

To get to 2030 goal, which the IPC says

should be forty-five percent means the city would have to more than triple its efforts plus add the transportation

component

to make the kind of progress that is

being told by a science is required for the city to get to a reasonable outcome,
She thought it was a big goal. For a city on its own,
avoiding terrible outcomes.
it is a much more doable challenge because the City does not have to try to influence other people
and private property.
She asked that the City goal would be a
stretch goal, be resources for the rest of the City, and for the rest of the area, the
suburban areas
encouraged
place

are

B3 does

around

something
not

the

the Council

have

more

public

cities

as

to do that.
visible

access

to

what

works

and what

does

not work.

She

She also asked that the measurements put in

than

B3,

to data,

which

and

only

is

on

gives

the

Comp

three

Plan.

stars.

She noted

She requested

the City make the data public and able to track it from now until 2030 to make
sure the City is on track to meet the goals that are set.
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Mayor Roe noted the City is focusing on the Policy Priority Plan document in the
short term, and that does not mean an entire host of things do not go on, on a daily
basis, that are moving towards more broad and general goals that the City has.
8.

Approve Minutes

Comments and corrections to draft minutes had been submitted by the City Council prior
to tonight' s meeting and those revisions were incorporated into the draft presented in the
Council packet.

a.

Approve June 17, 2019 EDA and City Council Meeting Minutes
Etten moved, Groff seconded, approval of the June 17, 2019 EDA and City Council Meeting Minutes as presented.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays:

9.

None.

Approve Consent Agenda

At the request of Mayor Roe, City Manager Trudgeon briefly reviewed those items being
considered

under the Consent Agenda; and as detailed in specific Requests for Council

Action( RCA) dated July 8, 2019 and related attachments.
Willmus moved, Etten seconded, approval of the Consent Agenda including
claims and payments as presented and detailed.

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays:

a.

None.

Approve

Payments

ACH Payments

b.
c.

d.

551, 030. 62

93293- 93525

1, 267, 520. 56

TOTAL

1, 818, 551. 18

Approve General Purchases or Sale of Surplus Items Exceeding$ 5, 000
Approve NYFS Community Case Manager Agency Agreement
Approve 2 Temporary On- Sale Liquor Licenses

e.

Reject Bids for Fairview Trunk Underground Storm Water Reuse Project

f.

Approve Leads Online Agency Agreement

g.

Approve Resolution Awarding Contract for the Fernwood Sanitary Sewer
Lift Station

Project

h.

Adopt a Resolution changing the polling location for Precinct 5

i.

Approve Resolution

Prohibiting Parking

on

Larpenteur

Avenue
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Mayor Roe noted on the NYFS Case Manager

item, there are a number of communities

in suburban Ramsey County that are also supporting it. The full funding of those entities
does not cover the position completely so NYFS is filling the gap.
10.

Councilmember- Initiated Future Agenda Items for Future Agenda Review
Mr. Trudgeon
Council
and

City

reviewed

Work

session

Council

the

City

meetings

meetings

and

Council

and

the

July

August

future
22nd

26th

for

July 15th EDA and City
City Council meeting, August 12th EDA
City Council meeting.
agendas

Councilmember Willmus asked if it made sense to push the joint Planning Commission

meeting with the City Council a few months until there is a full Commission once again.
Mayor Roe thought that might make sense.

Councilmember

Laliberte indicated she would support that because it would be nice for

new Commission Members to be a part of that discussion about the go forward work.
11.

Council and City Manager Communications, Reports and Announcements

12.

Adjourn

Willmus moved, Etten seconded, adjournment of the meeting at approximately 8: 28 p. m.
Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.

1/

Nays: None.

41111,

411°

Daniel

ATTEST:

Patrick J. Trudgeon,

Cit

anager

J. '' .

e, Mayor

